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 5 GB320 MBnSound: Dolby PrologynDVD: DVD-R/RW and BD+nDVD Spinner: includednDVD Burner: includednDVD ULS
Tray: includednVideo driver: NVIDIA .5 GBv310 MBnSystem: 32-bitnOS Version: 5.1.1.10REQUIREMENTSn1) Full version

of the game2) NVIDIA v310 or greater3) Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64 X2 or greater4) Windows XP, 7, 8, 10n1) A
fully updated computern2) A DVD driven3) A free USB portn1) A DVD-writer and a blank DVD disc2) A blank DVD-disc3)

A blank floppy disk4) A CD-ROM drivenABOUT THE GAMEnOne of the best-selling video game franchises in history is
back with a new game in the critically acclaimed Need for Speed world. As elite criminals, you and your crew are out for one
thing: freedom. With the help of your crew, form your own crew of criminals, battle other players from around the world and

complete your heists to help release your friends from the Need for Speed “pound”.nTHERE IS A WORLDWIDE NEED FOR
SPEED: THE RUN MATCHING BINGO GAME – Need for Speed: The Run-BINGO is a new way to play Need for Speed:

The Run and unlock some great rewards.nHOW TO PLAYnBingo is easy. There are 9 squares that need to be filled with
numbers 1-9. You can play bingo twice a day for a guaranteed prize.nALL YOU NEED TO KNOWn• Simple instructions:

There are 9 squares that need to be filled with numbers 1-9. You can play bingo twice a day for a guaranteed prize.• Double the
amount: If you are successful in winning, your prize gets doubled. You are guaranteed to win at least one.• How to play bingo•
Double the amount: If you are successful in winning, your prize gets doubled. You are guaranteed to win at least one.• How to

play bingo• Triple the amount: If you are successful in winning, your prize gets tripled. You are guaranteed to win at least one.•
How to play bingo• Quadruple the amount: If you are successful in winning, your prize gets quadrupled. You are guaranteed to

win at least one. 520fdb1ae7
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